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I
INTRODUCTION

On November 24, 2015, the city of Chicago released dashboard camera video footage of the shooting of a seventeen-year-old Black male teenager named Laquan McDonald by Jason Van Dyke, a police officer with the Chicago Police Department. The video shows McDonald strolling down the street, holding a knife in his right hand by his side. McDonald does not appear to be threatening anyone. In fact, there is no one within his striking distance. Seconds later, we see a small figure to the left of the screen, pointing a gun in McDonald’s direction. A shot rings out, and McDonald falls to the ground. Then, the popping sound of several more gunshots—a total of sixteen shots in fifteen seconds—and the sight of McDonald’s body twitching as he is shot over and over while lying on the ground. The fatal shooting of Laquan McDonald occurred in October 2014, but the City of Chicago refused requests to release...

1. Like many others who write about race, I purposely capitalize the “B” in “Black” and the “W” in “White” to highlight the fact that Blacks and Whites are commonly perceived in the United States as members of clearly defined racial groups.
2. Mark Guarino, Wesley Lowery & Mark Berman, Officer Charged in Teen’s Death, WASH. POST, Nov. 25, 2015, at A1 (noting that the video “depicts Jason Van Dyke, a 14-year veteran of the police force, drawing his weapon on Laquan McDonald, an African American teen carrying a knife who appears to be crossing a major thoroughfare” and then shooting at McDonald a total of sixteen times as McDonald was “veer[ing] away from the officers”).
3. See id.
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id.
the video for over a year. The video was not made public until November 2015, when a judge ordered its release. The footage sparked outrage and protests as McDonald’s fatal shooting was yet another in a string of highly publicized shootings of Black males by police officers, including the August 2014 shooting of 18-year-old Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri; the November 2014 shooting of 12-year-old Tamir Rice in Cleveland, Ohio; and the April 2015 shooting of 50-year-old Walter Scott in North Charleston, South Carolina.

Official governmental data on the exact number of fatal police shootings that occur annually in the United States is woefully lacking. Until fairly recently, government data suggested that approximately 420 persons are killed in police encounters each year. Nongovernmental sources, however, indicate

---

8. See Peter Slevin, Mark Guarino & Mark Berman, Charges Against Policeman Don’t Quell Anger in Chicago, WASH. POST, Nov. 26, 2015, at A1 (noting that Mayor Rahm Emmanuel resisted releasing the video for thirteen months, “asserting that he did not want to prejudice the criminal investigation by the Cook County state’s attorney” until a Cook County judge ordered release of the video).

9. See Mark Guarino, Protest of Slaying Blocks Chicago Stores, WASH. POST, Nov. 29, 2015, at A3 (noting that nearly 1,000 protestors led by the Reverend Jesse Jackson and Representative Bobby Rush blocked traffic and disrupted holiday shopping in downtown Chicago on Black Friday, the Friday after Thanksgiving); Slevin, Guarino & Berman, supra note 8, at A1 (noting that the pre-Thanksgiving demonstrations by several hundred Chicago residents following the release of the video were largely peaceful). On the same day the video was released, the State’s Attorney of Cook County Office announced that it was filing first-degree murder charges against Officer Van Dyke. Id.


14. FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS: JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY
that the actual number of persons killed each year by police is probably double that figure. For example, multiple sources report that over 1,000 individuals were killed by police in the United States in 2015. Other sources suggest more than one thousand individuals were killed by police in the United States in 2014 as well.

The Black Lives Matter movement has been instrumental in calling the nation’s attention to the fact that many of those shot and killed by police officers are Black. Approximately one-quarter of the individuals killed by police in 2015 were Black, even though Blacks constitute only thirteen percent of the total population in the United States. In 2014, Black individuals in


16. The Mapping Police Violence project estimates at least 1,149 people were killed by police in 2014, and according to Killed by Police, a nongovernmental organization that documents the occurrence of deaths involving law enforcement, 1,100 individuals were killed in 2014. AMNESTY INT’L, DEADLY FORCE: POLICE USE OF LETHAL FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES 9 (2015); see also 2014 Police Killings, KILLED BY POLICE, https://killed-by-police.silk.co/page/2014-Police-Killings. For 2015 numbers, see 2015 Police Violence Report, MAPPING POLICE VIOLENCE, http://mappingpoliceviolence.org/2015/ (reporting that at least 1,152 persons were killed by police in 2015).

17. For commentary about the Black Lives Matter movement, see Amna A. Akbar, Law’s Exposure: The Movement and the Legal Academy, 65 J. LEGAL EDUC. 352 (2015) (providing an accounting of the Black Lives Matter movement, laying out the challenges that it presents to law, and suggesting ways to integrate the teachings of the movement into the classroom); Petula Dvorak, The ‘Black’ Adds Meaning to ‘Lives Matter,’ WASH. POST, Aug. 7, 2015, at B1 (arguing that cutting out the “Black” from “Black Lives Matter” and saying “All Lives Matter” is “like defacing ‘Support Our Troops’ stickers to read ‘Support Our People’ and wondering why military families would be offended”); Ronald S. Sullivan Jr., Black Lives Matter Occupies an Important Space, BOS. GLOBE (Sept. 1, 2015), https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2015/09/01/the-message-black-lives-matter/EPjIfUd95BeSHyXgthJ9KM/story.html (“‘All Lives Matter’ is yet another effort to undermine legitimate calls to end anti-black police practices that characterize far too many interactions between police and citizens of color.”); see also Michael A. Fletcher, Calls for ‘Stronger Outrage’ on Crime, WASH. POST, Dec. 13, 2015, at A1 (noting that some community leaders are concerned that the Black Lives Matter movement has focused solely on protesting police shootings, while its response to gun violence by civilians is “often muted, fragmented and brief”).

18. Jon Swaine, Oliver Laughland & Jamiles Larney, Black Americans Killed by Police Twice as
general were at least three times more likely than White individuals to be killed by a police officer.\textsuperscript{19} In 2015, young Black men between the ages of fifteen and thirty-four were at least nine times more likely than other Americans to be killed by police officers.\textsuperscript{20}

The vast majority of the individuals shot and killed by police are armed.\textsuperscript{21} In many of these cases, especially those involving suspects pointing a gun, replica

\textit{Likely to be Unarmed as White People, THE GUARDIAN} (June 1, 2015, 8:38 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/01/black-americans-killed-by-police-analysis; \textit{The Counted: People Killed by Police in the US}, THE GUARDIAN, http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2015/jun/01/the-counted-police-killings-us-database (noting that 304, or 26%, of the 1,145 individuals killed by police in 2015 were Black); see also AMNESTY INT’L, DEADLY FORCE: POLICE USE OF LETHAL FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES 4 (2015), http://www.amnestyusa.org/pdfs/AIUSA_DeadlyForceExecutiveSummaryJune2015.pdf (finding that Blacks made up 27.6% of the victims of homicides by police officers between 1999 and 2013 despite representing 13.2% of the U.S. population); U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, QUICK FACTS: RACE AND HISPANIC ORIGIN 1 (2014), https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/ (reporting that Blacks made up 13.2% of the U.S. population in 2014). These numbers could be even higher depending on the jurisdiction. In an analysis of 259 officer-involved shootings that occurred in Chicago between 2006 and 2014, Nirej Sekhon found that 81% of the victims of officer-involved shootings during this time period were Black. Nirej Sekhon, \textit{Blue on Black: An Empirical Assessment of Police Shootings}, 54 AM. CRIM. L. REV. ___ (forthcoming 2016) (manuscript at 12) (on file with author). Sekhon reports that Blacks also constituted nearly 80% of the officer-involved shooting victims in New York and Pennsylvania during this same time period. \textit{Id.} at 13. Sekhon cautions, however, that comparing the percentage of Blacks who are shooting victims to the number of Blacks in the general population may be an inappropriate comparison given the fact that most police shooting victims are armed when shot. \textit{Id.} at 21–22. He uses a hypothetical involving doctors to illustrate this point.

For example, a plaintiff suing a medical employer for racial discrimination in hiring of doctors could not point to the employer’s having hired fewer minorities than their share of the general population. The relevant comparison group would be the segment of the general population with medical training and who were available for hire by the employer. That group’s demographic profile might be quite different than [that] of the general population. If the relevant comparison group is homogenously white, a given employer might be forgiven for hiring only White doctors. \textit{Id.} at 21.


20. Jon Swaine, et al., Young Black Men Killed by US Police at Highest Rate in year of 1,134 deaths, THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 31, 2015, 3:00 PM), http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/dec/31/the-counted-police-killings-2015-young-black-men (“Young black men were nine times more likely than other Americans to be killed by police officers in 2015, according to the findings of a Guardian study that recorded a final tally of 1,134 deaths at the hands of law enforcement officers this year.”). According to other sources, Black teenagers were times as likely as White teenagers to be shot and killed by police between 2010 and 2012. Leah Donnella, Must-Read Reactions to Grand Jury Decision in Tamir Rice Case, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO (Dec. 28, 2015 4:59 PM), http://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2015/12/28/460590173/no-charges-for-cop-who-killed-tamirrice-some-must-read-reactions.

21. Of the 1,149 individuals killed by police in 2014, a little over 100 were unarmed. Why Do U.S. Police Keep Killing Unarmed Black Men?, supra note 19.
gun, or toy gun that looks like a real gun at an officer or another person, or refusing to drop a weapon after a police directive to do so, courts consider the officer’s use of deadly force to be justified.\(^{22}\)

When an individual is unarmed, there is usually less justification for using deadly force. Of course, an unarmed individual can pose a threat of death or serious bodily injury to a police officer or others. For example, an unarmed individual high on Phencyclidine, or PCP, can kill or seriously wound an officer, even without a weapon. An unarmed individual in close proximity to an officer can grab the officer’s gun and use it against the officer. Nonetheless, when a police officer shoots an unarmed suspect or a suspect armed with a knife rather than a gun, the shooting is more likely to raise questions about necessity and proportionality than when an officer shoots an armed suspect.

Disturbingly, a disproportionate number of the unarmed individuals who are shot and killed by police are Black. In 2015, Black men accounted for approximately forty percent of the total number of unarmed individuals shot and killed by police even though they constituted just six percent of the population.\(^{24}\) In 2015, unarmed Black men were seven times more likely than unarmed White men to die by police gunfire\(^{25}\) and “an unarmed black man was fatally shot by police about once every nine days.”\(^{26}\)

When an officer shoots an unarmed individual under the mistaken belief that the person is armed, the shooting suggests threat perception failure.\(^{27}\) “Threat perception failure” is a term of art used to describe a situation when an officer thinks a suspect is armed when in fact the suspect is not armed.\(^{28}\) Associate Professor of Criminology Lorie Fridell explains that threat perception failure is more likely to occur when a police–citizen encounter

---

22. For example, on November 22, 2014, twelve-year-old Tamir Rice was shot and killed by a police officer responding to a 911 call about a “guy in the park with a pistol, pointing it at people.” Kimberly A. Crawford, Review of Deadly Force Incident: Tamir Rice, CUYAHOGA COUNTY OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR 1 (2015), http://prosecutor.cuyahogacounty.us/pdf_prosecutor/en-US/Tamir%20Rice%20Investigation/Crawford-Review%20of%20Deadly%20Force-Tamir%20Rice.pdf (reviewing use of deadly force by Cleveland Division of Police Officer Timothy Loehmann against Tamir Rice and concluding “Officer Loehmann’s use of deadly force falls within the realm of reasonableness under the dictates of the Fourth Amendment”). Rice was in possession of an “’airsoft gun’ with the orange markings of a toy removed.” Id.

23. One can be armed with a knife, however, and not pose an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to anyone if, for example, one is simply walking with a knife and not threatening anyone with it.


28. Lois James, Stephen M. James & Bryan J. Vila, The Reverse Racism Effect: Are Cops More Hesitant to Shoot Black Than White Suspects?, 15 CRIMINOLOGY & PUB. POL’Y 457, 458 (2016) (defining threat perception failure as akin to a mistake of fact situation when, for example, the officer mistakes a cellphone for a gun or thinks the suspect is reaching for a weapon when the suspect was reaching for his wallet).
involves a Black suspect than when it involves a White suspect because of deeply rooted stereotypes linking Blacks with crime.\textsuperscript{29} In many cases, police officers have shot and killed Black individuals because they mistakenly believed those persons had a gun.\textsuperscript{30} These shootings were not necessarily the result of conscious racism.\textsuperscript{31} Deeply rooted stereotypes that link Blacks with violence, danger, and criminality may have influenced these officers to perceive a weapon or threat to life where none actually existed.

In a previous paper, I documented numerous cases in which police officers, mistakenly thinking the individual was armed and dangerous, shot and killed unarmed Black men and women.\textsuperscript{32} In this article, I explore the social science research on race and the decision to shoot. By and large, this research demonstrates that most individuals are quicker to see a weapon when dealing with a Black suspect than when dealing with a White suspect. Interestingly, several shooter bias studies have found that police officers are better than civilians at deciding when to shoot, suggesting that training and experience can improve accuracy and reduce racial bias in the decision to shoot. In light of this research, I offer two modest proposals for reform aimed at improving the training requirements for police officers.

First, I propose that police departments implement training aimed at improving accuracy and reducing bias in the use of deadly force. Fortunately, the social science research suggests that police officers can be trained to both reduce racial bias and increase accuracy in decisions to shoot. As discussed within, studies have shown that repeated exposure to Black and White suspects when race is not a diagnostic cue as to whether the suspect is holding a gun results in less biased and more accurate decisions about when to shoot.

Second, I propose that police departments mandate ongoing traditional martial arts training for all officers. Such training would be beneficial for many reasons. Regular training in the martial arts\textsuperscript{33} would give officers more

\textsuperscript{29} Why Do U.S. Police Keep Killing Unarmed Black Men?, supra note 19.

\textsuperscript{30} See generally Cynthia Lee, “But I Thought He Had a Gun” Race and Police Use of Deadly Force, 2 HASTINGS RACE & POVERTY L. J. 1 (2004) (discussing numerous cases in which a police officer shot and killed an unarmed Black person, thinking the person was armed). In a recent study of officer-involved shootings in Chicago, however, Nirej Sekhon found that in most cases where the officer thought there was a gun threat, a gun was found on the victim’s person or near the scene. Sekhon, supra note 18, at 19. No firearm was found in only 14% of cases involving a perceived firearm threat. Id. Of course, the study could not account for the possibility of an officer planting a gun to justify the shooting and it is unclear whether these findings are generalizable to police shootings across the nation.


\textsuperscript{32} Lee, supra note 30.

\textsuperscript{33} Use of the term “martial arts” in this article should be understood as referring to traditional martial arts, such as Shotokan karate, Tae Kwon Do, and Kung Fu, as opposed to mixed martial arts (also known as MMA). As Stephen Michael Ian Kumen explains, “Students instructed in traditional martial arts are generally instructed to follow certain philosophical principles, including respecting the
confidence in their ability to handle volatile situations without immediately resorting to the gun. Such training would also provide officers with a healthy way to relieve stress. Regular martial arts training would also promote mental and emotional stability.

II

THE BLACK-AS-CRIMINAL STEREOTYPE

It is well documented that despite the fact that most Americans today believe it is wrong to discriminate on the basis of race, they also either consciously or subconsciously associate Blacks with danger and criminality. Americans are more likely to perceive behavior by a Black person as hostile and threatening when they would perceive same behavior by a White person as nonthreatening. Individuals are often unable to help the fact that they view Blacks more negatively than Whites. Research on implicit social cognition has repeatedly shown that even the most egalitarian-minded individuals are quicker to associate Black faces with negative words and White faces with positive words. Most individuals are also quicker to associate Blacks with crime than Whites. This is because of deeply rooted stereotypes linking Blacks with violence, dangerousness, and crime.

opponent, using skills responsibly, and avoiding confrontations whenever possible.” Stephen Michael Ian Kumen, Superhuman in the Octagon, Imperfect in the Courtroom: Assessing the Culpability of Martial Artists Who Kill During Street Fights, 60 EMORY L.J. 1389, 1411–12 (2011). In contrast, MMA “lacks a guiding philosophy” and “is simply a combination of skills from several traditional martial arts that has evolved around sport competition.” Id. at 1414. Promoters of MMA do not ascribe to the principle of using as little force as possible to defeat the attacker, but instead advocate a no rules and a no holds bar philosophy, which is totally contrary to traditional martial arts philosophy. Id. at 1416.

34. See Jennifer L. Eberhardt et al., Seeing Black: Race, Crime, and Visual Processing, 87 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 876, 876 (2004) (noting that the stereotype that links Blacks with violence, dangerousness, and criminality has been documented by social psychologists for over half a century).

35. L. Song Richardson, Arrest Efficiency and the Fourth Amendment, 95 MINN. L. REV. 2035 (2011); see also Birt L. Duncan, Differential Social Perception and Attribution of Intergroup Violence: Testing the Lower Limits of Stereotyping of Blacks, 34 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 590, 595 (1976) (finding that 75% of individuals observing a Black person shoving a White person thought the shove constituted “violent” behavior while only 17% of individuals observing a White person shoving a Black person characterized the shove as “violent” and 42% characterized the shove as “playing around”); H. Andrew Sagar & Janet Ward Schofield, Racial and Behavioral Cues in Black and White Children’s Perceptions of Ambiguously Aggressive Acts, 39 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 590, 596 (1980) (finding that both Black and White children saw relatively innocuous behavior by Blacks as more threatening than similar behavior by Whites).

36. Richardson, supra note 35, at 2042.


38. See CYNTHERIA LEE, MURDER AND THE REASONABLE MAN: PASSION AND FEAR IN THE CRIMINAL COURTROOM 138–146 (NYU Press 2003) (discussing the tendency to associate Blacks with crime); Cynthia Kwei Yung Lee, Race and Self-Defense: Toward a Normative Conception of
In a 2004 study, Jennifer Eberhardt demonstrated the strength of the association people tend to make between Black individuals and crime. Eberhardt subliminally primed unknowing participants with Black male faces, White male faces, or no faces at all. Participants were then presented with objects on a computer screen that started off fuzzy and progressively came into focus. Participants were told to indicate the moment they could tell what the object was. Some of the objects shown to participants were related to crime, such as guns and knives, while other objects, such as cameras and books, were not related to crime.

Eberhardt found that participants primed with Black faces were able to more quickly identify crime-relevant objects than those primed with White or no faces. Participants primed with White faces were slower at detecting crime-relevant objects than those primed with no faces. When it came to crime-irrelevant objects, exposure to either a Black or White face or to no face at all made no difference in the time it took participants to identify what the object was. Eberhardt’s study not only illustrates the strength of the Black-as-Criminal stereotype, it also suggests one reason why a police officer may be quicker to see a gun in the hands of an armed Black suspect than one in the hands of an armed White suspect—and why an officer might even think there is a gun in the hands of an unarmed Black suspect.

III

SHOOTER BIAS

Extensive social science research on race and the decision to shoot reveals that most people exhibit racial bias with respect to the decision whether or not to shoot a suspect. This part documents these studies.

A. The Early Shooter Bias Studies

In 2000, Anthony Greenwald conducted one of the first empirical studies on shooter bias. In this study, a total of 106 undergraduates participated in two experiments. Each participant was told to pretend they were a plainclothes

39. Eberhardt et al., supra note 34.
40. Id. at 878. The primes (faces or lines) were shown on the screen for just 30 milliseconds and extensive pilot testing ensured that none of the participants were aware of the primes. Id. at 879-880.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Id. at 878.
44. Id. at 880.
45. Id.
46. Id.
48. Id. at 401. Experiment 1 administered self-report and implicit attitude tests before the weapons
police officer responding to one of three categories of targets: (1) a criminal holding a gun, (2) a fellow police officer holding a gun, or (3) a citizen holding a non-gun object. All of the targets appeared in street clothes so they were not distinguishable by dress. Participants were told that targets would appear from behind a garbage dumpster on the computer screen and that they should shoot at criminals, respond with a safety signal to fellow police officers, and not respond to citizens holding harmless objects. Race was the only variable distinguishing police officers from criminals. Each participant performed two variations of the task—one in which the criminals were White and the police officers were Black and one in which these roles were switched. Participants who responded within 800 to 900 milliseconds would hear the sound of a silencer-equipped gun being fired. If the participant failed to respond within the deadline, a loud gunshot would issue, indicating that either a criminal had fired at the participant or a fellow police officer had fired. Mistakenly shooting at a police officer or citizen led to a loud scream.

Greenwald found that participants had greater difficulty distinguishing weapons from harmless objects when the person holding the object was Black. They were also quicker to see a weapon when dealing with Black over White targets. Greenwald concluded that the race of the target could affect the ability to distinguish a weapon from a harmless object and bias the decision to shoot.

A 2001 study by B. Keith Payne confirmed the results of Greenwald’s study. Payne tested whether being primed with a Black face as opposed to a White face would affect both response latencies, that is, the speed with which participants would correctly identify an object as a gun or a tool, and accuracy in identification. Participants were told they would see pairs of pictures flashed on a computer screen. They were instructed to do nothing with the first picture, which would be a face, but to identify the object in the second picture as either a gun or a tool.

49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 404.
58. Id. at 403.
59. Id. at 405.
61. Id. at 182.
62. Id. at 184.
63. Id. The prime, either a Black or White face, would remain on the screen for approximately 200 milliseconds, and then was replaced immediately by a handgun or a tool. Id.
Participants in the study “identified guns faster when they were primed by a Black face than by a White face.” They also “identified tools more quickly when primed with a White face, compared to a Black face.”

A 2002 study by Joshua Correll reaffirmed the existence of shooter bias. Correll showed study participants a series of one to four background scenes. In the final background scene, a Black or White man would appear holding either a gun or something harmless. The participants were told to decide as quickly as possible whether or not the target was holding a gun. If the participant thought the target was holding a gun, they were to press a button labeled “shoot.” If they thought the person was holding an object other than a gun, they were to press a button labeled “don’t shoot.” Participants were quicker to shoot an armed target if the target was Black than if he was White. They were also quicker to not shoot an unarmed target if he was White than if he was Black. When participants were given less time to decide whether to shoot, they mistakenly shot unarmed targets more often if they were Black than if they were White. Participants also mistakenly decided not to shoot armed targets more often when those armed targets were White than when they were Black.

Shooter bias was evident in both Black and White participants. Correll theorized that cultural stereotypes characterizing Blacks as aggressive, violent and dangerous likely led participants to display shooter bias.

One possible criticism of the early shooter bias studies is the lack of external validity. External validity refers to the extent to which the results of a particular study are generalizable to other people and other situations. Psychology

---

64. *Id.* at 185.
65. *Id.* In the first experiment, subjects had unlimited time to respond to the second picture, and error rates were relatively low. *Id.* In a second experiment in which subjects were forced to respond quickly, Payne found that error rates increased. *Id.* at 187–88. Specifically, subjects were more likely to misidentify a tool as a handgun when primed with a Black face and more likely to misidentify a gun as a tool when primed with a White face. *Id.* at 189.
67. *Id.* at 1315.
68. *Id.*
69. *Id.*
70. *Id.* at 1316.
71. *Id.*
72. *Id.* at 1317.
73. *Id.*
74. *Id.* at 1319.
75. *Id.*
76. *Id.* at 1324 (noting that participants in Study 4 included twenty-five Blacks and twenty-one Whites and that both Black and White participants decided to shoot more quickly when the target was armed and Black than if he was armed and White and they pressed the “don’t shoot” button more quickly if the target was unarmed and White than if he was unarmed and Black).
77. *Id.* at 1325.
students, the subjects in the early shooter bias studies, are not necessarily representative of police officers who undergo extensive training in the use of firearms. Moreover, pressing a button labeled “shoot” on a computer keyboard is a very different action from shooting a gun, which is what takes place in actual officer-involved shootings. Additionally, “pressing a ‘don’t shoot’ button requires the same action as pressing a ‘shoot’ button.” Lois James, who has conducted her own shooter bias studies but with vastly different results, explains why this is problematic:

> [W]hen a person makes a decision not to discharge a real firearm, no action is required. This distinction is critical because choosing between two equivalent actions has major neurophysiological differences compared with choosing to act or not. The natural inclination is not to act particularly under conditions of uncertainty or personal moral dilemma.

James makes a good point that there is a big difference between pressing a button labeled “don’t shoot” and not pulling the trigger of a gun in one’s hand, but I question whether the natural inclination is not to act under conditions of uncertainty when one is faced with a perceived threat of death or serious bodily injury. When one thinks one is about to be killed, the natural inclination is to act to preserve one’s life even if there is some uncertainty as to whether the attack is actually going to occur. James may be right that as a general matter, the natural inclination may be to not act when faced with a situation of uncertainty, but this is not likely to be true when one is faced with a kill-or-be-killed situation given the universal desire for self-preservation.

A second concern is that the early shooter bias studies used computer simulations rather than more realistic, high-definition shooting simulators. James aptly notes that “[v]iewing still images of people holding objects (e.g., weapons or cell phones) bears little relationship to real-world police encounters with people, where dynamic movement and contextual cues such as suspect compliance are critical.”

B. Testing Police Officers for Shooter Bias

To address some of the above-described concerns, social scientists began in 2005 to study whether police officers would exhibit similar signs of shooter bias as had been seen in the civilian context. In one study, E. Ashby Plant and B. Michelle Peruche tested fifty police officers, and found that they, just like the civilians in the early shooter bias studies, were more likely initially to mistakenly shoot unarmed Black suspects over unarmed White suspects. After repeated exposure to a computer shooting simulation in which race was not a diagnostic cue as to whether the suspect was armed or unarmed, however,

78. James, James & Vila, supra note 28, at 4.
79. Id. at 5.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 5.
police officers were able to eliminate this bias. Repeated exposure to the shooting trials also resulted in more accurate responses. In other words, over time, the number of hits (correct shootings of armed suspects) exceeded the number of false alarms (incorrect shootings of unarmed suspects) for the police officers.

In a 2007 study, Joshua Correll used a videogame simulation to test both police officer and civilian reactions to armed and unarmed White and Black men who appeared in a variety of background images. Like Plant and Peruche, Correll found that police officers did better than civilians on several different fronts. Although police officers, like civilians, showed racial bias in their initial reactions to the various targets by recognizing that a target was armed more quickly when that target was Black as opposed to when that target was White, their ultimate shooting decisions were more accurate than those of civilians. Police officers also showed less racial bias than civilians in the ultimate decision to shoot.

Modupe Akinola offers one explanation for why police officers may perform better than civilians in shooter bias studies involving computer simulations. “The conditions under which police officers engage in shoot/don’t shoot decisions in laboratory studies are low in metabolic demands, making it unlikely that they will engender the level of stress or threat physiological reactivity that officers may experience when making real life shoot/don’t shoot decisions.” Moreover, training in the use of deadly force and actual experience dealing with individuals on the street may facilitate the police officer’s ability to control their responses in a shoot/don’t shoot computer simulation.

In a 2009 study of police officers and racial bias in the decision to shoot, Akinola induced a state of stress in police officers in order to examine the effects of stress on an officer’s shooting decisions. To induce this state of stress, Akinola mimicked the interview process police officers go through every two years when being considered for a promotion. As part of this process, officers had to conduct a role play through a videogame simulation task while being evaluated.

83. Id. at 182.
84. Id.
85. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id. at 1015.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. Id. at 11–12.
93. Id. at 12, 18.
Like the researchers who conducted the early shooter bias studies, Akinola found racial bias in the decision to shoot or not shoot. Officers were more likely to not shoot when the target was White than when the target was Black. When police officers were under acute stress, however, they were more accurate in the decision whether to shoot an armed Black target or not to shoot an unarmed Black target than when they were not under conditions of acute stress. Akinola suggests that these findings reflect a possible over-correction effect. She explains,

>This kind of over-correction effect has been found among White participants in intergroup interactions and in tasks requiring decision making about stigmatized or minority group members. In these contexts, the goal of appearing unprejudiced manifests itself in over-correction, which requires self-regulatory effort. Similarly, in the case of the shooter simulation, when police officers had greater resources, they appeared to engage in strategic behavior in an effort to not appear biased, resulting in a lower shooting threshold being set for White targets. Furthermore, since both minority and majority populations exhibited this effect in decision criterion, this suggests that over-correction may extend across social groups, and may be especially relevant for domains in which the appearance of prejudice can have severe consequences, as is the case with law enforcement.

An alternative theory as to why police officers may have been more accurate in the decision whether to shoot a Black suspect when placed under conditions of acute stress is that an officer may perceive time as having slowed when confronted with a Black suspect. One study documents this perceived slowing of time when a White male sees a Black face. This slowing of time might allow an officer to more accurately gauge the level of threat he or she is facing. On the other hand, the researchers of this study suggest that this perceived slowing of time could encourage a police officer to shoot a Black individual sooner than he might shoot a White individual.

A 2012 shooter bias study by Melody Sadler confirmed the findings of the early shooter bias studies. In the first experiment to investigate shooter bias with respect to Latinos and Asians as well as Blacks and Whites, Sadler tested sixty-nine undergraduates from the University of Colorado and 224 police officers from various regions of the United States. Subjects were told to press a button labeled “shoot” if a target who appeared on the computer screen was holding a gun, to press a button labeled “don’t shoot” if the target was holding
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101. See id. at 1792 (“The decision about when to shoot might be altered (i.e., shooting would happen sooner) if time perception slows.”).
103. Id. at 290, 292, 299.
an innocuous object, and to make their decision within 850 milliseconds.\textsuperscript{104} Both civilians and police officers were quicker to shoot at Black targets than White, Asian, and Latino targets.\textsuperscript{105} Police officers were also quicker to shoot at Latinos relative to Asians and Whites and quicker to shoot at Whites relative to Asians, “suggesting racial bias in the decision to shoot is not simply an anti-Black phenomenon.”\textsuperscript{106}

Complicating the picture, three recent shooter bias studies, all by lead author Lois James, have reached a contrary conclusion, finding that police officer and civilian subjects were slower to shoot Black suspects than White suspects. In the first of these studies, published in 2013, James tested police officers, civilians, and military personnel using laboratory simulators like those used by many law enforcement agencies for training their officers.\textsuperscript{107} James found that all of the participants took longer to shoot Black suspects than White or Hispanic suspects.\textsuperscript{108} She also found that participants were more likely to shoot unarmed White suspects than unarmed Black or Hispanic suspects and were more likely to refrain from shooting armed Black suspects compared to armed White and Hispanic suspects.\textsuperscript{109} In a second study published in 2014, James found that civilians, even those with implicit racial bias, were significantly slower to fire at Black suspects than at White or Hispanic suspects.\textsuperscript{110} Although these studies had the advantage of being more realistic than the earlier computer-simulation studies since they used high quality laboratory simulators that more closely replicated actual police–citizen encounters, they also involved relatively small sample sizes from which it is difficult to generalize findings. The first experiment in the 2013 study, for example, involved just six police officers, twelve civilians, and six military personnel.\textsuperscript{111} The 2014 study tested just forty-eight civilians.\textsuperscript{112}

Subsequently, James conducted a third study, testing eighty police officers from the Spokane Metropolitan Police Department.\textsuperscript{113} James found that these police officers showed the same kind of counter-bias found in her 2013 and 2014 studies.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.} at 292.
\item \textsuperscript{105} \textit{See id.} at 295 (“[P]articipants were especially likely to favor the ‘shoot’ response over the ‘don’t shoot’ response when the target was Black rather than any other race.”).
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.} at 306.
\item \textsuperscript{107} Lois James, Bryan Vila & Kenn Daratha, \textit{Results from Experimental Trials Testing Participant Responses to White, Hispanic and Black Suspects in High-Fidelity Deadly Force Judgment and Decision-Making Simulations}, \textit{9 J. EXPERIMENTAL CRIMINOLOGY} 189, 196 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} at 204.
\item \textsuperscript{109} Accord Mark R. Chaires, \textit{Stereotypes and Deadly Force Decision-Making} (2015) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University at Albany, State University of New York) (finding that the decision to use deadly force was unrelated to race and that unarmed White suspects were more often the recipients of erroneous deadly force decisions).
\item \textsuperscript{110} Lois James, David Klinger & Bryan Vila, \textit{Racial and Ethnic Bias in Decisions to Shoot Seen Through a Stronger Lens: Experimental Results from High-Fidelity Laboratory Simulations}, \textit{10 J. EXPERIMENTAL CRIMINOLOGY} 323, 334–35 (2014).
\item \textsuperscript{111} James, Vila & Daratha, \textit{supra} note 107, at 197.
\item \textsuperscript{112} James, Klinger & Vila, \textit{supra} note 110, at 331.
\item \textsuperscript{113} James, James & Vila, \textit{supra} note 28 at 462.
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studies. Police officers in this most recent study took significantly longer to shoot armed Black suspects than armed White suspects. They were also approximately three times less likely to shoot unarmed Black suspects than unarmed White suspects. This was despite the fact that ninety-six percent of the officers demonstrated implicit bias on a race-weapons implicit association test they took along with a number of other cognitive skills tests that had nothing to do with race. James opines that the most likely reason for the counter-bias shown in her studies is officer “concerns about the social and legal consequences of shooting a member of a historically oppressed racial group” coupled with the heightened media attention that occurs after an officer-involved shooting of a Black suspect.

The contradictory findings of the various shooter bias studies suggest that implicit racial bias may be playing less of a role in police shootings than initially thought. Indeed, recent research by Phillip Atiba Goff and L. Song Richardson on police officers and stereotype threat also suggests that racial bias—implicit or explicit—plays less of a role in police decisions to shoot than whether the officer feels confident in his or her ability to command respect from the subject. Similarly, Frank Rudy Cooper suggests that police officers may be quicker to act punitively against Black suspects than White suspects less because of implicit racial bias and more because they perceive Blacks to pose a greater threat to their masculinity than Whites. Nonetheless, because the bulk
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120. Frank Rudy Cooper, Training to Reduce ‘Cop Macho’ and ‘Contempt of Cop’ Could Reduce Police Violence, THE CONVERSATION (Dec. 18, 2015 6:05 AM), https://theconversation.com/training-
of the research on shooter bias indicates that race plays some role in the decision to shoot, proposals for reform should seek ways to reduce the possibility of racial bias impacting the police officer’s decision to shoot, as incorrect shooting decisions can harm not only unarmed Black civilians who are mistakenly perceived to be armed and dangerous, but also police officers who may be too slow to perceive when a White suspect is armed.\textsuperscript{121}

IV

PROPOSALS FOR REFORM

It is important to note at the outset that police officers serve a vital function in our society and often risk their lives to protect those living in the communities they serve. Any reforms that are urged should not diminish our police officers’ ability to protect and serve, for that would harm not just our police officers, but all of us. Police officers often have to make split-second decisions about whether to shoot an individual who appears to be a threat when the wrong decision could mean death for the officer or others.\textsuperscript{122} This is why juries in police-shooting cases often give police officers the benefit of the doubt. Navigating the space between shooting a person who poses a real threat of death or serious bodily injury and refraining from shooting a person who does not pose such a threat is not an easy task. We must be mindful of this when attempting to curb the number of lives lost due to unnecessary uses of deadly force by the police.

A. Training to Reduce Bias and Increase Accuracy in the Decision to Shoot

One way to minimize the number of problematic police shootings that may be considered justified under current law is to enhance the training that police officers receive in the use of deadly force. There is reason to think that training in the use of deadly force already has a positive impact on police officers. Recall Joshua Correll’s 2007 shooter bias study, which tested 237 police officers and 127 civilians.\textsuperscript{123} Correll found that police officers were more accurate and showed less racial bias than civilians in the ultimate decision to shoot.\textsuperscript{124} This is


\textsuperscript{122.} See generally DAVID KLINGER, INTO THE KILL ZONE: A COP’S EYE VIEW OF DEADLY FORCE (2004) (documenting actual cases in which police officers had to make split-second decisions about whether to use deadly force).

\textsuperscript{123.} Correll et al., supra note 86, at 1009.

\textsuperscript{124.} Id. at 1015.
probably because police officers, unlike most civilians, receive substantial training in the use of deadly force.

One way to both improve accuracy in the decision to shoot and reduce racial bias is suggested in research conducted by E. Ashby Plant, B. Michelle Peruche, and David A. Butz. Plant, Peruche, and Butz designed a shooting program in which race was not a diagnostic cue as to whether a target was holding a gun or a harmless object. Participants in this experiment were equally likely to see a Black or White face and each face was equally likely to be paired with a gun or a harmless object.\(^{125}\)

In the early trials, participants made more racially biased errors than in the later trials.\(^{126}\) They more often incorrectly pressed the “shoot” button when a Black face was paired with a neutral object than when a Black face was paired with a gun.\(^{127}\) Conversely, they more often incorrectly pressed the “don’t shoot” button when a White face was paired with a gun than when a White face was paired with a harmless object.\(^{128}\)

As participants continued engaging in this shooting program, however, the racial bias evident in the earlier trials disappeared.\(^{129}\) To test whether it was merely the practice of shooting or the shooting program itself that led to the elimination of bias, Plant, Peruche, and Butz conducted another experiment in which participants engaged in a shooting program in which researchers did not try to ensure that race was not a diagnostic cue as to whether the suspect was holding a gun or a neutral object.\(^{130}\) In contrast to the first shooting program, repeated practice in this latter shooting program did not eliminate racial bias.\(^{131}\) In both the early and later trials, officers made more errors when a White face was paired with a gun and when a Black face was paired with a neutral object.\(^{132}\)

Subsequent research by Plant and Peruche, using police officers as subjects, confirmed that repeated exposure to a shooting program in which race was not a diagnostic cue as to whether a suspect was holding a weapon or a harmless object both increased accuracy and reduced racial bias in police officers’ decisions to shoot.\(^{133}\) These experiments suggest that practice in shooting when race is not correlated to the presence or absence of a weapon can help improve accuracy and reduce racial bias in the decision to shoot. Police departments should borrow from Plant and Peruche’s design, but, if feasible, should use
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shooting simulators instead of computer keyboard exercises to more closely replicate on-the-street experiences.

B. What about Diversity, Cultural Sensitivity, and Implicit Bias Training?

It is important to proceed with caution when trying to implement training programs to reduce racial bias. Some research suggests that diversity training programs aimed at improving attitudes toward people from different racial or ethnic minority groups do not work and can actually exacerbate attitudes, particularly when individuals are required to attend such trainings. Voluntary diversity programs, in contrast, may be more successful than mandatory programs at reducing bias. Individuals who voluntarily participate in such programs probably already believe in the importance of eliminating racial bias, so one reason why voluntary diversity training programs may be more successful than mandatory programs may simply be because such programs are preaching to the choir.

In lieu of diversity or cultural sensitivity trainings aimed at getting people to be more accepting of racial, ethnic, or cultural difference, many favor implicit bias training. Implicit bias training aims to raise awareness of the ways in which all of us are implicitly biased in favor of certain groups and against other groups. A wealth of social science research suggests that making people aware of their own implicit biases can help reduce bias because individuals can then

---
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consciously work to combat those implicit biases.\textsuperscript{139} Some police departments have already started implementing implicit bias training.\textsuperscript{140}

Professor Lorie Fridell, an associate professor in the Department of Criminology at the University of South Florida, is at the forefront of such training. In 2013, Professor Fridell received a $1 million grant from the U.S. Department of Justice to conduct implicit bias trainings for police officers across the nation.\textsuperscript{141} Fridell runs the Fair and Impartial Policing training program, which trains officers on the effects of unconscious bias and gives them information and skills to help them reduce and manage their biases.\textsuperscript{142} Through this program, police officers learn that policing based on stereotypes and biases might lead to unsafe decisions, such as not frisking the White woman who has a weapon or not being vigilant against the White man in the BMW.\textsuperscript{143}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}

\item[140.] See Abdollah, supra note 137 (noting that the Los Angeles police department plans to have more than 5000 of its officers attend implicit bias training over the next several years). In 2008, the Chicago Police Department was at the forefront of implicit bias training. See Lorie A. Fridell, \textit{Racially Biased Policing: The Law Enforcement Response to the Implicit Black-Crime Association}, in RACIAL DIVIDE: RACIAL AND ETHNIC BIAS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 39, 53 (Lynch, Patterson, & Childs eds. 2008) (detailing its then-innovative curriculum aimed at helping recruits to the Chicago Police Department “see how their biases and stereotypes (pertaining to gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other characteristics) impact their perceptions and behavior and result in unjust, ineffective and unsafe policing”). Recruits would engage in role-playing exercises in which stereotype-consistent behavior would result in “unsafe tactics, ineffective investigations and unjust arrests.” \textit{Id.} For example, the woman with the gun would not be frisked, the sex crime committed by a female against a male would not be uncovered, and the law-abiding young men of color on the street would be arrested. \textit{Id.} In their debriefings, recruits would find out how their biases led to faulty decisionmaking. \textit{Id.} It is unclear whether Officer Jason Van Dyke, who was a fourteen-year veteran of the Chicago Police Department when he shot Laquan McDonald in 2014, attended any such training.
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It is unclear whether implicit bias training is an effective way of reducing racial bias in police officers. Joshua Correll, one of the leading researchers on shooter bias, questions whether implicit bias training for police officers is a good idea, explaining that “[t]here are a number of very compelling studies that show that if you just ask somebody to try really hard to not show racial bias, you can actually inadvertently increase racial bias.”144 Some critics of implicit bias training say such training could actually endanger officers’ lives by encouraging officers to hesitate in cases in which they need to act quickly.145

Indeed, some social science research suggests that calling attention to race, either by asking people not to rely on race or asking them to rely on race, counterintuitively increases the tendency to stereotypically misidentify non-weapon objects as weapons. For example, in a 2002 study, B. Keith Payne tested whether actively highlighting race prior to the decision to shoot reduced or increased stereotype-congruent errors in the decision to shoot.146 Participants were told they would see pairs of pictures presented briefly—a face in the first picture and an object, either a gun or a hand tool, in the second picture—and they were to decide quickly whether the object in the second picture was a gun or a tool.147 Individuals in the control group were given no other instructions.148 Participants in the “Avoid Race” group were given the same instructions described above, but were also told,

You have been randomly assigned to take the perspective of a completely unbiased person. Regardless of your personal views, we would like you to base your responses only on whether the second object looks more like a gun or tool. Try not to let the race of the face influence your decisions.149

Participants in the “Use Race” group were given the same instructions as the control group, but were also told,

You have been randomly assigned to the “racial profiling” condition. Regardless of your personal views, we would like you to play the role of someone engaged in racial profiling. That is, try to make correct classifications, but we would like you to use the race of the faces to help you identify the gun or tool in question.150

144. Kaste, supra note 143; see also Neil Macrae et al., Out of Mind but Back in Sight: Stereotypes on the Rebound, 67 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 808 (1994) (finding that subjects who were instructed not to rely on stereotypes were able to temporarily suppress the stereotype at issue, but once the initial experiment was over, those subjects were more inclined to rely on that stereotype than subjects who were not given any stereotype-suppression instruction).

145. Tami Abdollah, Police Agencies Line Up to Learn About Unconscious Bias, POLICEONE.COM (Mar. 9, 2015), https://www.policeone.com/patrol-issues/articles/8415353-Police-agencies-line-up-to-learn-about-unconscious-bias/ (noting that some researchers say implicit bias training could potentially endanger police officers and the public by encouraging officers to hesitate in cases where they should shoot).
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Consistent with the bulk of the shooter bias research that has been conducted to date, all of the participants misidentified tools as guns more often after seeing a Black face than after seeing a White face.\textsuperscript{151} They also misidentified guns as tools more often after seeing a White face than after seeing a Black face.\textsuperscript{152} In all three conditions, stereotype-congruent errors, that is, “mistakenly calling a tool a gun when primed with a Black face or mistakenly calling a gun a tool when primed with a White face,” were more likely than stereotype-incongruent errors.\textsuperscript{153} Moreover, the difference between stereotype-congruent and stereotype-incongruent errors became greater as processing time decreased.\textsuperscript{154} Even participants who self-identified as motivated to avoid relying on stereotypes could not reduce the impact of the racial primes on their responses.\textsuperscript{155} Surprisingly, making race salient increased the tendency of individuals to stereotypically misidentify objects regardless of whether participants were told to avoid relying on race or to use race.\textsuperscript{156} Participants in both the “Avoid Race” and the “Use Race” conditions were more likely to misidentify harmless objects as guns when held by Blacks and misidentify guns as harmless objects when held by Whites than participants not given any instruction calling attention to race.

Even though this preliminary research suggests that making officers aware of their implicit biases would not be an effective way to reduce racial bias in the decision to shoot, it is hard to conclusively assert, based on just one study, that implicit bias training would be completely useless, especially in light of extensive research to the contrary.\textsuperscript{157} It may be that the way race was made salient in this experiment rendered the training an ineffective means of reducing racial bias. There is a big difference between being told to think about race and actually engaging in role-playing that demonstrates how reliance on racial and other stereotypes can endanger the officer. Implicit bias training of police officers may be an effective way to reduce racial bias, but more research is needed before any definitive conclusions can be drawn on this front.

C. Requiring Ongoing Training in the Martial Arts

My second proposal involves mandating regular and ongoing martial arts training for all officers. Most police departments require their recruits to take approximately forty-four hours of self-defense training,\textsuperscript{158} but requirements for
ongoing self-defense training of officers after their initial recruitment vary greatly between states and police departments. Forty-four hours of self-defense training on a one-time basis is not sufficient. Although recruits may learn good techniques for disabling a suspect, without regular and sustained practice of such techniques, a police officer is unlikely to be able to effectively use those techniques if and when needed on the street.\footnote{See NORM STAMPER, TO PROTECT AND SERVE: HOW TO FIX AMERICA’S POLICE 117 (2016) (noting that very few law enforcement agencies provide sufficient entry-level, much less continuing education and training, in the martial arts and that such training should be extensive and ongoing).}

Mandatory regular and ongoing martial arts training for all police officers would be beneficial for several reasons. First, regular and ongoing martial arts training would enhance an individual officer’s physical strength. Police officers who work the streets must be physically fit in order to excel at their jobs. Regular martial arts training can help condition the body, not only strengthening the legs, arms, and abdominal muscles, but also improving stamina since a rigorous martial arts training session can also be a high-intensity cardio workout. Even individuals who are not naturally athletic can become stronger through regular martial arts training. Another advantage of martial arts training is that one does not need to be tall or big to be a good martial artist. Indeed, the beauty of martial arts is that a small person who is strong and quick can defeat a larger opponent.\footnote{See ROBERT HILL, WORLD OF MARTIAL ARTS: THE HISTORY OF MARTIAL ARTS 3 (2008) (“Special programs in many of the martial arts have been designed to train a smaller or more fragile person to handle a larger, stronger assailant.”).}

Second, regular and ongoing martial arts training would enhance an individual officer’s mental and emotional well-being and help to relieve stress—a significant issue for today’s law enforcement officers.\footnote{See 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW 587 (Brian L. Cutler ed., 2008) (reporting that untreated stress among police officers makes officers thirty percent more likely to experience health problems and ten times more likely to become depressed than members of other professions). But see Gregory M. Kane, Perceived Effects of Martial Arts Training on Mood 57 (Jan. 2008) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Connecticut) (on file with author) (finding both positive and negative mood-altering effects with martial arts training).} Work and family obligations, however, may make it difficult for an officer to make time for regular training. If police officers were required to engage in martial arts training—if such training were considered part of the job— they would have no excuse for not training.\footnote{Greg Ellifritz, Police Defensive Tactics Training—Are Officers Getting Enough?, ACTIVE RESPONSE TRAINING (Dec. 18, 2013), http://www.activeresponsetraining.net/police-defensive-tactics-training-are-officers-getting-enough (finding that the average police officer in Ohio reported receiving less than seven hours of weaponless defensive tactics training per year and that the primary non-cost related reason officers gave for not receiving sufficient training in hand to hand combat was lack of a legal requirement from the Ohio Peace Officer Training Commission).} Regular martial arts training would help officers to be at their peak, not just physically, but also mentally and emotionally. The meditation that is a regular part of traditional martial arts training, usually

\url{http://discoverpolicing.org/what_does_take/?fa=training_academy_life}.
occurring before and after each training session, would help promote mindfulness.\(^{163}\)

Of course, any rigorous exercise program can enhance physical strength and mental and emotional well-being. Why is martial arts training better as a training regimen for police officers than, for example, jogging or weight lifting? A third benefit to regular and ongoing martial arts training is that such training can help an officer to remain calm when faced with an unruly or combative suspect. One key goal of martial arts training is learning to remain calm in a situation of danger.\(^{164}\) Most persons will panic when attacked and either freeze or flee.\(^{165}\) A person who has been training regularly in the martial arts is more likely to remain calm and stay focused on the task at hand since he or she is accustomed to being attacked during sparring practice.\(^{166}\) One who practices martial arts is repeatedly placed in situations of stress during sparring exercises.\(^{167}\) The martial artist also knows from such practice that one can get hit and survive.\(^{168}\) An officer who engages in regular martial arts training would thus be more likely to remain calm when faced with a volatile situation on the street and be able to handle the situation in the way that is most appropriate under the circumstances.

Fourth, regular martial arts training can help improve an officer’s ability to accurately assess the dangerousness of a given situation. When an officer is stressed out or not getting enough sleep, that officer is more likely to make mistakes on the job.\(^{169}\) Many of the shooter bias studies discussed earlier found that error rates increased under time pressure.\(^{170}\) Error rates may also increase
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whenever an officer has not gotten sufficient sleep or if an officer is very stressed out. If an officer is engaging in regular and ongoing martial arts training, the officer is less likely to be stressed out and should sleep more soundly. Being physically fit, getting sufficient sleep, and relieving stress can only help officers who are pressed to make split-second decisions.

Fifth, regular martial arts training can give the officer the confidence needed to handle a volatile situation without feeling pressure to shoot right away. Regular martial arts training would help the officer to develop his or her inner power, also known as “chi.” If one has strong chi, one can win even before the fight begins. For example, my husband, who is a martial arts instructor, told me about an incident in which a motorcyclist with a gun made an unsuccessful attempt to rob him. My husband was driving his SUV down a one-way alley. He noticed a motorcyclist driving toward him, the wrong way. Immediately, he had a gut feeling that something was not right. Sure enough, the motorcyclist stopped next to his SUV, knocked on his window, then said, “Give me your wallet. I have a gun,” opening his jacket to show a large gun. Even before the motorcyclist knocked on his window, my husband had already unbuckled his seat belt and had his hand on the door handle, ready to open the car door and knock the motorcyclist down off his motorcycle and follow up with a disabling punch or kick if the motorcyclist made an aggressive move. My husband looked at the motorcyclist and said, “You want my wallet? You picked the wrong person.” The motorcyclist stared into my husband’s eyes for a second and then drove off quickly. My husband was able to win without fighting. His inner power was so strong that he was able to convey to the motorcyclist that the motorcyclist didn’t stand a chance if he were to attempt a robbery.

As noted above, the research on police officers and stereotype threat suggests that police officers with more confidence in their ability to command respect and handle volatile situations are less likely than police officers without such confidence to shoot noncompliant but unarmed Black suspects. One way to bolster such confidence is to require ongoing and regular martial arts training. Much traditional martial arts training involves repetition. By practicing the same punches, blocks, and kicks over and over, the martial artist becomes expert at these moves. The key is repeated and sustained practice, which is necessary if one wants to be really good at anything. Practicing controlled sparring helps the body learn what to do if attacked. By practicing how to block a punch to the face over and over, one’s responses become automatic. Practicing free sparring helps one to react without knowing what is coming.

Finally, regular and ongoing martial arts training can help improve an officer’s intuition. Officers need to be able to accurately read a situation. They

171. Richardson & Goff, supra note 119.
172. See MALCOLM GLADWELL, OUTLIERS: THE STORY OF SUCCESS 40 (2008) (noting that “excellence at performing a complex task requires a critical minimum level of practice” and that most of the successful people in the world have become experts at what they do only after they put in at least 10,000 hours of practice).
must be able to quickly differentiate between unstable people who do not pose a true threat of harm and individuals who do pose a true threat of harm to the officer or others. As Gavin de Becker notes in *The Gift of Fear*, all of us have intuitions about other people, but we need to learn to pay more attention to our intuitions. Police officers need to rely on their intuitions even more so than ordinary citizens because they are more likely to find themselves in situations of danger. Regular and ongoing martial arts training can help police officers hone their ability to sense true danger.

Despite its many benefits, martial arts training will not be a magic solution in all cases. Some police officers may not be naturally good at martial arts and all the training in the world won’t make them good. But even for these police officers, regular and ongoing martial arts training will keep them fit, relieve stress, and help them to remain calm in the face of danger.

Some police officers may use their martial arts skills to hurt civilians. These police officers can and should be disciplined if they abuse their martial arts skills. They should also pay more attention to the philosophy underlying martial arts. A key teaching of karate do is never to initiate an attack in real life. Karate is supposed to be used defensively if, and only if, one is attacked. This is why virtually all the kata, or forms, in karate start with a block, not an attack.

The biggest problem with this reform proposal, however, lies in its implementation. Most police officers would probably agree that regular and ongoing martial arts training would be beneficial but would also maintain that they simply lack the time to engage in such training. If each state’s Peace Officer Training Commission were to make martial arts training a legal requirement or if insurance companies were to make regular and ongoing martial arts training a condition of insurance, this would go a long way toward incentivizing police departments to give their officers time off for training or count such training as part of an officer’s work. The federal government should provide grant monies to police departments to help them build on-site training

**Notes:**


174. See Hidetaka Nishiyama & Richard C. Brown, *Karate: The Art of “Empty-Hand” Fighting* 13 (Tuttle Publishing 1960) (translating the two Japanese characters that make up the word “karate” to mean “empty hands,” reflecting “the fact that karate originated as a system of self-defense which relied on the effective use of the unarmed body of its practitioner”).

175. Robin L. Reilly, *Complete Shotokan Karate: The Samurai Legacy and Modern Practice* 92 (1998) (noting that all kata begin with a defensive posture, then a blocking technique, and never an offensive move because it is assumed that the practitioner is training for self-defense, not for attack); Kenei Mabuni, *Empty Hand: The Essence of Budō Karate* (Carlos Molina ed., 2009) (noting that kata always begins with a block).

176. Ellifritz, supra note 162.

177. The idea of using insurance companies to pressure police departments to enhance training requirements comes from John Rappaport. See John Rappaport, *Cops Can Ignore Protesters; They Can’t Ignore Their Insurers*, WASH. POST, May 8, 2016, at B1–B2. See also John Rappaport, *How Private Insurers Regulate Public Police*, 130 HARV. L. REV. ___ (forthcoming 2017) (manuscript on file with author) (arguing that liability insurers are capable of effecting meaningful change within police departments).
facilities for martial arts training. Police departments that cannot build an on-site facility could negotiate with reputable martial arts studios for discounted rates. Martial arts studios should welcome the added income stream and the influx of police officer students since they would likely bring an added level of dedication and seriousness to each practice. Police departments that currently provide tuition remission for higher education should expand such programs to include reimbursement for the cost of martial arts training.\[178\]

V

CONCLUSION

The August 2014 shooting of Michael Brown by Officer Darren Wilson in Ferguson, Missouri triggered a national conversation about race and policing that continues today.\[179\] Even though the “hands up, don’t shoot” narrative that became a rallying cry for Black Lives Matter protesters was later discredited by a Department of Justice investigation into the shooting of Michael Brown,\[180\] this conversation is important because shootings of minority victims can provoke mistrust between community members and the police and lead to civil unrest. The community may perceive the police as racist even when an individual officer might have been acting justifiably. And the police, in turn, might hesitate to intervene in situations involving criminal activity even when police such intervention would be appropriate.\[181\]

---

\[178\] Ellifritz, supra note 162.

\[179\] This national conversation is due in large part to the activism of members of the Black Lives Matter movement. See Sullivan, Jr., supra note 17.

\[180\] Michael Brown’s friend, Dorian Johnson, who was with Brown when he was shot, told police that Brown had his hands up and was trying to surrender when Officer Darren Wilson shot him. See Eliott C. McLaughlin, What We Know About Michael Brown’s Shooting, CNN (Aug. 15, 2014, 12:10 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2014/08/11/us/missouri-ferguson-michael-brown-what-we-know [http://perma.cc/SK6Y-YMZ8]; Eyder Peralta, Ferguson Documents: What Michael Brown’s Friend Saw, NPR (Nov. 26, 2014, 3:14 PM), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2014/11/26/366827836/ferguson-documents-what-michael-browns-friend-saw. The belief that Brown was shot while trying to surrender led members of the St. Louis Rams football team to walk onto the field at a game against the Oakland Raiders in St. Louis, Missouri, with their hands up in a show of solidarity with those protesting the shooting of Michael Brown. Adam Howard, St. Louis Rams Players Show Solidarity with Ferguson Protesters, MSNBC (Dec. 1, 2014, 10:43 AM), http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/st-louis-rams-show-solidarity-ferguson-protesters. After an investigation into the shooting, however, the U.S. Department of Justice found that the physical and forensic evidence supported Officer Wilson’s claim of self-defense and that the officer shot Brown as he was moving toward the officer. See U.S. DEPT OF JUST., REPORT REGARDING THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE SHOOTING DEATH OF MICHAEL BROWN BY FERGUSON, MISSOURI POLICE OFFICER DARREN WILSON 5–8 (2015).

This conversation about race and policing should be of concern to everyone because problematic shootings by police cost taxpayers millions of dollars in settlements arising from civil lawsuits.\footnote{Over the past decade, the city of Chicago has spent more than \$500 million on police related court judgments, settlements, and legal fees. Peter Slevin & Juliet Eilperin, \textit{A Killing and Video Test Emanuel's Political Skill}, WASH. POST, Dec. 4, 2015, at A2; see also Marc Fisher, Scott Higham & Derek Hawkins, \textit{Uneven Justice}, WASH. POST, Nov. 4, 2015, at A1 (finding that most families who filed a civil lawsuit after a fatal shooting in which the police officer was criminally charged won awards ranging from \$7,500 to \$8.5 million); see also, e.g., The city of North Charleston, South Carolina, agreed to pay \$6.5 million to the family of Walter Scott, the unarmed Black man who was shot and killed while running away from a White police officer in April 2015. Alex Johnson, \textit{South Carolina Town Settles with Walter Scott's Family for \$6.5 Million}, NBC NEWS (Oct. 8, 2015, 8:42 PM) (detailing how the city of North Charleston, South Carolina, agreed to pay \$6.5 million to the family of Walter Scott, the unarmed Black man who was shot and killed while running away from a White police officer in April 2015).} These monies could instead be going toward improving social services, schools, and jobs. The need for reform of policing practices, however, transcends race. Almost half of all individuals shot and killed by police each year are White.\footnote{See Gabrielson, Grochowski & Sagara, supra note 19 (noting that some forty-four percent of all those killed by police across the past thirty-three years were White); see also Valerie Richardson, \textit{Police Kill More Whites Than Blacks, but Minority Deaths Generate More Outrage}, WASH. TIMES (Apr. 21, 2015), http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/apr/21/police-kill-more-whites-than-blacks-but-minority-d/?page=all (reporting that roughly forty-nine percent of those killed by officers from May 2013 to April 2015 were White, thirty percent were Black, nineteen percent were Hispanic and two percent were of another race).}
In recognition of these realities, this article proposes two ways to enhance the training that police officers currently receive.\footnote{1} One reform proposal—training in the use of force aimed at reducing racial bias and improving accuracy in the decision to shoot—directly responds to the numerous studies suggesting that police officers, like citizens, are quicker to see a weapon in the hands of a Black person than in the hands of a White person. The other, recognizing that the need for reform transcends race, is race neutral: police officers should be required to engage in regular and ongoing weaponless martial arts training. These are modest proposals for reform, but if either of these reforms can save even one life, they will have been worth the effort.

\footnote{184. William Yeomans reminds us of “the limits of criminal prosecutions as vehicles for change.” William Yeomans, \textit{The Red Herring in Prosecuting Officers}, WASH. POST, May 25, 2016, at A19 (“Prosecutions focus on individual circumstances and personalized evaluations of culpability” and “occur within a structure designed to protect individual defendants through procedural safeguards, including rights to counsel, to confront witnesses, to a jury and against self-incrimination and, most important, the requirement that the government prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.”).}